
Youth Equipping Night – “You Are Not Alone”  

(in tandem with Family Equipping Night, Feb 9, 2022, on Mental Health) 

Before starting… 

 Small Group Questions: 

1) What are the things you have noticed that covid has taken from you? 

2) What has also been given to you during these times? 

3) Have you felt at all anxious about your life, the world, or your future?  What are some things 

you do that help you feel less anxious? 

4) Looking ahead, what do you hope for yourself and your family moving into this next year? 

Part one:  Friendships 

 Who are the people who bring out the best in you? 

 Outside of your family, who are the 5 people you spend the most time with? 

 Do you have someone you would say had a “deep committed friendship” with you? 

Part two: Being connected vs being known 

  “Being a disciple is not done alone.  You are not meant to do this alone.” 

 Being “connected” is not the same as being “known” –       

 Where are you “connected” & where are you “known”? 

 “Our friends shape who we are.” 

 “You are the average of the 5 people who hang out with”  

  Question: Who are the people you spend the most time with? 

 Friends of “Utility” – like acquaintances or people we (name one) 

 Friends of “Pleasure” – they are into the same things you are (name one) 

 Friends of ‘Virtue” – friends that are concerned about your good (name one) –   

 are you a friend of virtue to someone else/others? (name one) 

 “You can be fun & faithful!” – This is when you become more of who you really are.  
Do you believe this? What does a life that is fun AND faithful look like? Do you have an 
example of someone in your life who lives like this? 
 

Part three: Mentorship 

 “A mentor not with just knowledge, but experience whom you trust to give you guidance.” 

 “Having a mentor is like a coach for following Jesus. They can teach you but also work beside to 

reach goals and find new places to grow. And when you fall, they can help you get back up and not give 

up.” 



 Questions: Who are the people you look up to in your life & why?   

 What do you think are good qualifications or attributes of a mentor?     

 How can having a mentor help us?         

 What kinds of attributes would be good for YOU to have in a mentor (funny, sporty, wise, etc.) 

Part four:  Accountability 

 “Coaches & mentors help lead you to and holds you to a high expectation.” 

 “Disciple & Discipline come from the same root word.” How do you see these being connected? 

 “Establish where you are and where you want to be. Mentors and friends can help you get there 

and to stick with your goals through accountability.” 

 The 5 things that will help you get there:      

 Checkpoints -  1) Service, 2) Praying with Scripture, 3) Sacraments, 4) Overcoming Sin,  

  5) Sharing Jesus with others 

  Service: being selfless & being reminded who we are 

  Praying with Scripture:  going straight to the source to hear about who we really are 

  Sacraments:  Getting out of our comfort zones & showing up 

  Overcoming Sin:  We take away the power that the darkness has 

  Sharing Jesus:  Sharing the cure with others; sharing hope & taking risks 

 Questions:  

If you were to put these in an order of strongest to weakest, what would your 1-5 be?  

 Which of these do you think would be most helpful for you to grow in NOW?   

 Which one is the most challenging to you & why?       

 How was Jesus a good accountably mentor to the disciples that you remember?  

 We do all of these things TOGETHER!  Mentorship and virtuous friendships help us stay hopeful, 

excited about your life & the world around you, & help you become strong with roots going deep. 

  


